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Infrastructure as an Open Source 
Project

Ryan Lane

For the past year I've been working on a project named Wikimedia Labs. Labs is a cloud 
computing environment for development, testing, and deployment of Wikimedia's 
infrastructure as a whole. Our infrastructure is being treated as an open source software 
project. This enables us to invite our community to contribute to how our sites are run.
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Mission

Wikimedia is kind of a weird and interesting movement. It's built and maintained by 
volunteers. Everything is Open Source and Open Content. The software and 
infrastructure, however, is mostly maintained by paid staff of the Wikimedia Foundation. 
This hasn't always been the case.
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Early Tech Community:Early Tech Community:
No staffNo staff

When we started, volunteers had root. They were the only roots. Most of the infrastructure 
they built is still in use today.

Our lenient access policy made us fl exible. Changes could happen quick. Also, the site was 
smaller, and had far fewer users. Changes could be made in large fundamental ways in 
production.
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Current Ops Community:Current Ops Community:
No new volunteersNo new volunteers

Growth has made us less willing to give out access to volunteers. Because of the size of our 
sites, downtime is less acceptable. Having less volunteers means we have less ideas, 
and due to that our ability to make changes quickly is lessened.

We haven't had a new volunteer root in years. We haven't even had a new volunteer with 
shell access.

Engaging volunteers and enabling them to easily contribute is a wider problem as well.
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Editor Retention

There's a trend that's been occurring for the past few years. Our active editors on the 
projects have been slowly declining. The movement wishes to reverse this trend, and 
has made it a priority.

To reverse this trend we need to deploy more code, more frequently to test usability 
improvements, and we need infrastructure to measure the results of these changes, and 
we need to engage our community very well.

Our software development community scales with volunteers. Unfortunately, operations 
doesn't scale right now. We're stuck with the staff operations engineers we currently 
have. The staff is good, but...
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Ops

The fact that operations can't scale to meet the needs of a large growth of developers 
means that operations is a bottleneck.

Furthermore, our access policy prevents volunteer developers from learning how our 
infrastructure works.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tswestendorp/4631910301
/sizes/o/in/photostream/
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Current Dev Community:Current Dev Community:
Lack of staff/community Lack of staff/community 

collaborationcollaboration

This leads to a situation where our staff developers and volunteer developers can't easily 
collaborate. Our volunteers also have no way of appropriately testing their changes, 
since our infrastructure is complex and diffi cult to replicate. This means it's harder to take 
contributions, which further slows the pace of changes on our sites.
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Open InfrastructureOpen Infrastructure
to Volunteersto Volunteers

The solution we are taking for this is to open our infrastructure up as widely as possible. We 
are goingt to make it possible for volunteers to use and modify our infrastructure like they 
do our software.

Opening up infrastructure development to the software development community allows 
developers to bypass operations for work when operations is too busy to get to a task 
quickly enough. It also makes it possible to take contributions from volunteer operations 
engineers.

Operations work can be done via confi guration management tools, orchestration, and cloud 
computing.

Thanks to this, operations can be treated like a software development project. If it can be a 
software project, then we can make it an open source project.

However, going staff-only to volunteer-based is hard. We still have the same concerns about 
site availability, so we must take a new approach.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/nanoprobe67/5761031999
/sizes/o/in/photostream/
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Approach

Pause. Water.
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Release puppet configuration

Our fi rst step was to release puppet confi guration. We spent nearly a month going through 
the confi guration, pulling out sensitive info, ensuring we don't release anything that would 
open us to major vulnerabliltes. This was diffi cult. We never expected to do this, so we 
didn't bother to separate sensitive confi guration from non-sensitive information. We 
nearly released a star certifi cate for wikimedia.org! Thankfully a fi nal sanity check 
through the confi guration caught this.
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Next we create an infrastructure where volunteers can test their work, document it, and 
eventually have it deployed live to production. We want to build a self-sustaining 
operations infrastructure community using this infrastructure.
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Initial
concept

Our initial concept had three environments. Production, Tool Labs, and Test/Dev Labs. The 
environment was architected this way to provide a ramp to developers.

We currently have a an environment, called toolserver, for members of our community to 
write tools that don't perform well enough to run in our production cluster, and for bots to 
run to edit our sites. Tool Labs is loosely based on that concept, but is conceived to be 
an easier to use environment, where most operations tasks were already handled the 
development environment isn't as complex as production.

For our software development community and our operations volunteers we'd have another 
environment that is confi gured as closely to the production cluster as possible. In this 
environment developers and operations engineers should be able to build infrastructure, 
test it, puppetize it, then take those changes and push them into the test branch for 
review, and integration testing

Successful changes would be cherry-picked across to production, then deployed.
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Implementation

This is our current and planned infrastructure. This is a tightly integrated cloud computing 
cluster, using OpenStack components, MediaWiki, GlusterFS, OpenDJ (LDAP), MySQL, 
RabbitMQ, Puppet, Gerrit, and Jenkins.

Planned services include Kerberos, OpenAM (WebSSO), Quantum, tungsten, red dwarf, 
and hadoop.
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Projects.
Not customer accounts.

Rather than using Nova projects as means to separate customers, we use it to separate real 
world projects. These separations are meant to be very loose. Projects are meant to 
work together as needed.

To facilitate the looseness of the separation, the project membership is community 
managed, and it's easy to be added to projects.

Projects can be treated as specifi c or global. Specifi c projects are treated like real world 
projects (like gerrit, openstack, deployment-prep, etc). Global projects are projects 
whose resources are shared with all projects. In specifi c projects, all members have root. 
In global projects, by default only the operations team has root. Root can be explicitly 
given to non-operations team members in global projects.

We treat resources in a per-project way, rather than a per-instance way. We do this since we 
assume every instance in a project should be able to access the same set of resources.

We also extend the concept of a project to the instances. Projects are in kept in LDAP, and 
are posix groups as well as nova projects. This allows us to use the projects in the 
instances for security separation. For instance, in a global project, you could use the 
project as a way to manage fi lesystem permissions.
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Infrastructure
development

process

Te initial concept of using a test and production branch to manage everything was fl awed. It 
makes it diffi cult to make changes in one project that don't affect another. This means we 
need to code review every change before it can be tested. It doesn't scale. So, we are 
tweaking the concept so that every project has a branch.

For this, we'll decentralize puppet - no puppet master. Every instance will run puppet locally, 
with a checkout of the test branch. Project members can switch branches on their 
instances. Changes to project branches can bypass review. When a project has 
puppetized a service fully, and is ready to test it in a production-like environment, the 
changes can be pushed from the project branch into the test branch, code reviewed, 
merged, and tested. If testing in a production-like environment goes well, the changes 
can be cherry-picked into the production branch, and deployed live.
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Automated
testing

A side effect of handling changes this way is that we can run automated infrastructure tests. 
Using Jenkins and Gerrit, we can have the following procedure:

1. After a change has been tested locally in the project, the requestor can push the change 
for review into the test branch.

2. The change will then be code reviewed by operations.
3. If the change passes code review, operations can trigger a jenkins run by adding a 

specifi c comment to the review.
4. Jenkins can launch an infrastructure clone, then run smoke tests against it.
4a. If the test passes, it can add a +1 verifi ed review to the change.
4b. If the test failes, it can add a -1 verifi ed review to the change, along with any puppet 

failures, and the results of the tests.
5. On successful test runs, operations can then cherry-pick the change to production.
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Joining projects

In this environment, we wanted to make it relatively easy to join projects. We want it to be 
totally community maintained. To do so, we allow project members to add any Labs user 
to a project they are a member of. Role members can add any project member to a role 
they are in.
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Creating projects

We also want to make it relatively easy to create nova projects. Currently only the 
operations team can create projects. This won't scale. One possible solution for this 
would be to allow anyone that is a project owner to create projects for others.
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Creating gerrit 
repositories

 Since one of the primary goals of Labs is to facilitate software development, we'd like to 
make it relatively easy to create gerrit repositories. Currently, like projects, only the 
operations team can create gerrit repos. We don't really have any worked out solutions 
for this. If you have ideas on how this could work, please talk to us!
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Following operations 
team procedures

The operations team works in a very specifi c way. We've created procedures that make it 
effi cient for us to work with a globally distributed team. For operations to scale when 
treated like an open source project, we must make it easy for developers and operations 
volunteers to follow the same procedures.

For this, everyone must document hosts, services, and changes, and all changes must be 
coordinated and communicated.

But people hate documenting things, and we can neither force, nor expect volunteers to do 
all of the necessary documentation.

To make this easier, we should have the system automatically document everything that can 
be documented in an automated way.
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So, to facilitate this, every project has a documentation page. The project page is created 
when a project is created, and automatically lists the project members, has a manual 
documentation section, a Server Admin Log, and a list of instances inside of that project.

The documentation page is free-form documentation, and a description of the project. The 
description is shown in project lists.

The Server Admin Log is automatically generated when admins log actions via IRC, and will 
be discussed later.

Project pages are automatically added to the Projects category.
Some project properties are semantically annotated, I'll describe what this means soon.
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Instance documentation is also automatically created upon creation of instances, and it is 
updated when instances are modifi ed.

Additionally, all information documented is also semantically marked-up. Each piece of data 
is a semantic triple: (page name, key, value). For instance: (Nova Resource:I-00000130, 
Instance Type, m1.small). This data can be used in queries, which can be output in a 
number of ways, like table format, lists, and JSON.

Instance resources are automatically added to the Instances Category.
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Since this system is using MediaWiki, we've decided to extend some MediaWiki concepts. If 
you've ever used MediaWiki, or have ever edited Wikipedia, you may be familiar with the 
Recent Changes special page.

When you edit a page, change something, then hit save, that edit shows up in Recent 
Changes. It shows who did an action, when it was done, what the action was, and lets 
you see a diff of the edit.

The OpenStackManager extension is also creating, editing and deleting pages. When it 
does so, it is also updating the Recent Changes. So, it's possible to see actions done by 
users in real time.
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The Recent Changes also has a feed, so it's possible to view changes in an reader. I check 
what's been happening in Labs by adding this feed to my Google Reader.
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!log <project> <message>

As mentioned before on the project pages there is a Server Admin Log. This log is created 
automatically when users log actions via IRC. In our #wikimedia-labs channel, if 
someone uses:

!log bots Added cluebot to bots1

It'll automatically show up in the project's Server Admin Log.
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We take the project server admin logs, and transclude all of them into a combined Server 
Admin Log, sorted by last modifi ed project. This let's people see what's going on in all 
projects.
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#wikimedia-labs

The operations team is globally distributed. We use IRC as our primary means of 
communication. Our volunteers are also globally distributed. We expect everyone to use 
IRC as their primary means of communication, so that everyone can participate.
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labs-l

Of course, IRC is more real-time communication, and people can miss things. For major 
changes, especially changes that affect multiple projects, of all projects, they should be 
discussed via the mailing list, labs-l@lists.wikimedia.org.
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Community reception

So, we have this neat model, but is it working?
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47 projects
80 instances

105 users

We launched in late October. We're currently in closed beta. As of today, we have 47 
projects, with 81 instances, and 105 users. Our current limiting factor is infrastructure 
available.
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Nagios monitoring
Bot infrastructure

Clone of production environment
Jenkins and Testswarm 

deployments

Volunteer operations community is vibrant. This is a small list of volunteer accomplishments 
thus far.

I had originally planned to clone our production infrastructure myself, since it's fairly 
involved, and not everything we do is puppetized. Unfortunately, I was overwhelmed 
trying to keep up with the growth of Labs, and was having a hard time getting to it. Our 
community came to the rescue. They've set up a clone with nearly all of our production 
services.

Also, there was a volunteer who wanted to make a bot infrastructure in Labs, since they 
were having diffi culties with Toolserver. This wasn't on the roadmap till much later in the 
year when tool labs was set to launch. Like the clone of the production cluster, a 
volunteer took this over. User petan created a bot infrastructure with shared storage, 
shared mysql databases, multiple bot running instances, and an apache frontend to view 
bot actions.

Petan also wanted to be able to monitor the bots, but nagios was one of the services we 
had in production that wasn't puppetized, so he worked around this with a really 
interesting approach. As mentioned earlier, instance data is semantically annotated, and 
can be used in queries. One of the query outputs is JSON. He wrote a script that pulls 
the instance information from MediaWiki via a Semantic MediaWiki query. He then gets 
the puppet variables and classes defi ned for the instances, and created monitors based 
on the classes and variables. His implementation is actually faster than the 
implementation we have in production.

There's a number of other volunteer contributions that have occurred in such a small period 
of time. See the combined Server Admin Log for more examples!
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Hackathon use

At our most recent hackathon in SF most developers set up or joined a labs project, 
developed a feature, and demoed it. Most projects at the hackathon had multiple people 
working on a feature, and were able to work on them collaboratively. Only one ops 
person was needed to facilitate this, and it was only for account creation, troubleshooting 
bugs in Labs and education on how Labs works.

We even had a feature from a volunteer developer go through development, testing, code 
review and deployment to production in those two days. We have an nginx logging 
module that is custom written to send UDP log messages in our custom format to some 
collecting daemons. It was broke in a couple ways. Abe Music decided to take on one of 
the module's issues. He created an instance, installed our nginx source package, made 
his changes, tested them on the instance in labs, then pushed his changes. We reviewed 
them, did some more testing, then pushed the change out to production. It was a pretty 
major accomplishment to have a production change go live in such a short period of time 
from a volunteer!
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As mentioned earlier, some pieces of the infrastructure we implemented by our community. 
One piece was something we didn't think we'd be able to implement this early on.

What this showed us that that our initial concept was again wrong. So, we've evolved our 
concept to match with a community focused approach.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/wagnerr/3059248309/
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Community
modified
approach

Since we are implementing tool labs features right now, we've basically just merged them 
together into one project. There is still the need to treat tool labs as an intro developer 
ramp, but those pieces of the infrastructure can be handled over time, and can also be 
handled by the community.
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Problems

Of course, nothing is without problems, and our approach has a ton of them.
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Shift of operations bottleneck

First off this approach hasn't totally eliminated our operations bottleneck, but has shifted it to 
other things. People are still bottlenecked by waiting on resources to become available in 
Labs. Operations now has to do code review. Also, a lot of operations' time is now eaten 
up by educating people on how to use Labs.

Thankfully, most of the bottlenecks will lessen over time. After the initial closed beta, 
resources will be dramatically increased. Code review is a known problem in the 
software development community, and there are approaches to handling it that we can 
leverage. Education is less of a problem over time as well, as documentation improves 
and the community takes over some of these responsibilities.

Though there is a bottleneck shift, the bottleneck is much wider than it was previously!
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Giving out root is dangerous

I know most people will be shocked to hear this, but giving root to random people on the 
internet can be dangerous. If you give root to everyone who offers to help, you'll likely 
run into a person that offered to help simply to abuse the resources.

This is of course a problem in public clouds, but it is even more of a problem in private 
clouds, and especially in ours.

Since the security separations in our projects is purposely loose, it makes our model very 
susceptible to social engineering attacks. An attacker can work his way into a single 
project, then work his way through other projects by requesting access.
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Must audit infrastructure

So, it's important to audit systems much more thoroughly than normal. A lot of the normal 
red fl ags still apply, thankfully:

●Check network traffi c
● Especially check traffi c initiating from the Labs cluster to the outside world (most 

traffi c should either be going to other instances, other projects (to a lesser extent), 
and to our production cluster.

● High bandwidth use is also something worth investigating.
● Some protocols should simply be blocked. There is no legitimate reason for anyone to 

be using bittorrent, for instance. If someone has reason to use it, they can ask for 
an excemption.

●Check storage usage
● Large storage usage is something worth investigating, as well. Some projects will 

require large amounts of storage for video, images, dumps of Wikipedia, etc. But, 
if someone is using a lot of storage, we should know why.

● We should also check for fi le and mime-types that are odd. We have a very specifi c 
set of fi le and mime-types acceptable to upload to our projects. If we run into some 
outside of that, we should investigate why there are there.

●Do manual inspections occasionally
● If a user gained access to do a specifi c project, make sure the user is actually 

doing that.

Thankfully, our community is generally getting access to do legitimate work, and they have a 
strong mission drive. We can trust our community to self-police and to report problems 
that aren't caught by audits. Also, we can trust some members of our community to 
handle a lot of the auditing tasks as well.
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Must prevent escalation

Another worry is that the Labs infrastructure could be used to escalate privileges into our 
production environment if someone with production access does something stupid, or is 
lazy.

There's some ways around this. One is to separate the bastion intances. One bastion 
instance only allows people with production access, and the other only allows people 
without production access. Escalations from the bastions wouldn't then be possible.

Of course, there's still the worry of people forwarding their agents past bastion instances. 
So, using another authentication method inside of the Labs environment is likely a good 
idea. Rather than using ssh keys, the use of kerberos would allow people to access 
instances past the bastion instance. With kerberos enabled, all instances could be 
confi gured to not allow agent forwarding.
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Application of this 
model elsewhere

There isn't much purpose in having an open source project if it can't be reused. Thankfully, 
this model, and the work produced by it can be used elsewhere directly.

There is obvious applications of this model for other non-profi ts with a technically oriented 
volunteer community.

Open Source software projects can also benefi t from this.
This model is also applicable to private organizations, though. Like other open source 

software, it's possible to reuse portions of this, and upstream their changes. It isn't 
necessary for them to completely open source their confi guration (and it's likely they 
never will, so there's little worry of license pollution). Specifi cally, this model would allow 
private organizations to let developers bypass operations for normal tasks, but still have 
them operate in a way that the operations team deems necessary (code reviewers can 
deny changes to production that don't take the right approach).
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Get Involved!

● Help with development
● Help with operations
● Help with community

Since this is an open source project, you can get involved!

* Help us improve our infrastructure. Join a current project, or suggest and implement 
another.

* We are building and testing the cloud environment inside of the cloud environment. Help 
us improve OpenStack, the OpenStackManager MediaWiki extension, our storage 
architecture, our MySQL infrastructure, our queuing infrastructure, our authn/z 
infrastructure.

* We *really* need help building OpenStack modeled services for a number of things
* Help us improve our documentation
* Help us maintain our community
* Help us move our puppet code into modules
* Come work with the foundation, we have a lot of open positions right now, but I'd really 

love to have one of you work with me as an Operations Engineer for Labs.
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Ryan LaneRyan Lane

Wikimedia FoundationWikimedia Foundation

ryan@wikimedia.orgryan@wikimedia.org

IRC: Ryan_Lane onIRC: Ryan_Lane on

Freenode; channels:Freenode; channels:
● #mediawiki#mediawiki
● #wikimedia-labs#wikimedia-labs
● #wikimedia-tech#wikimedia-tech
● #openstack#openstack
● #openstack-dev#openstack-dev

Please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm very active on 
IRC, and would love to talk to you.
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